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Frequency                  1.0 - 200 Hz       (active)

Load capacity             0 - 400 kg  (per module)

Dimensions (unit)        360/720x190x115 mm³

The  AVI400/LP is suited for medium and larger equipments (e.g. 
AVI400EM2/LP for SEM).  The modular character allows perfectly 
to adapt it to numerous applications.  The system is expandable.   
This moderately priced dynamic vibration isolation system achieves 
in a very small volume better isolation than is possible with the biggest 
and most expensive passive systems. Inertial feedback is used via 
force transducers to provide not only isolation from building vibrations, 
but also isolation from vibration sources placed on the system itself. 
This means, e.g, that a delicate microscope isolated by the system 
will remain at rest despite forces being applied via the operator's hands.

The inherent stiffness of the system, typically 500 times greater than that 
of a 1 Hz resonance passive isolator, imparts excellent directional and 
positional stability.  The lack of any low frequency resonance, a resonance 
which plagues all passive systems, allows the systems to be stacked for 
super-isolation in severe environments.

The new Low Power Technology leads to no electromagnetic pollution to
upset delicate instruments. The consumption has been strongly reduced.

Unique features
-  superior to any passive system
-  lack of any low frecqency resonance
-  rapid recovery time from shock (<10 ms)
-  feedback control (no calibration necessary)
-  no air required
-  no setup time 
-  small size
-  modular expandable
-  low power technology
   Ä no heating up
        by strongly reduced consumption
   Ä no electromagnetic disturbances
        to upset delicate instruments
- fits to numerous instruments
   Ä small modular units 
   Ä suited for individual top

AVI.400/LP
THE MODULAR SYSTEM
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Technical Specifications 
Isolation

Transmissibility

 

Maximum load per AVI400-element
Dimensions of the AVI400-element (d x w x h)

Power consumption (control unit)
Input voltage

Temperature range
Application

Electrical

Normal environmental conditions

dynamic 1 Hz to 200 Hz, mainly passive at higher frequencies, 
although for good stability the feedback is active to at least 2 kHz
see transmission curves
above 10 Hz  < 30-35 dB decreasing rapidly beyond 100 Hz, depending on load

AVI400S                                AVI400M                               AVI400EM
400 kg                                    400 kg *                                 400 kg *
360 x 190 x 115 mm³             720 x 190 x 115 mm³             750 x 190 x 118 mm³ 
* optional: load enhancement for M & EM types (120 kg additionally)
safety class 1
maximum 18 W in extrem environment
90-125 V AC &  200-250 V AC,  50-60 Hz

protection class IP20
5 °C - 40 °C, relative humidity 10-90 % (5-30 °C) / 10-60 % (30-40 °C)
indoor, altitude up to 2000 m (6500 ft)
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Scanning Electron Microscopes active vibration isolated by the AVI400M2/LP

AVI400S2/LP AVI400M2/LP AVI400EM2/LP
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